SOCIAL VIDEO CHEAT SHEET
FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

With over 1 billion daily active users, no matter what product or service you’re selling, your customers
are spending time on Facebook and you should be too. And video can help you drive engagement and
sales.

Instagram’s user base is growing rapidly and, as such, it’s becoming a must for businesses looking to
get noticed. Post videos organically to your own audience, or target potential customers through
Facebook Ads Manager.

AVOID THE HARD SELL: On Facebook, you’ll draw more engagement with content that educates,

THINK VISUAL: Instagram was originally just a photo-sharing app and, as such, Instagram users are

inspires, and entertains over content that is just about your product or service.

used to seeing beautiful, striking images in their feeds.

TARGET: Use Facebook Ads Manager to get your videos in front of just the right audience. Target

KEEP IT SHORT: Instagram videos can be 1 minute, but since they loop, and viewers can’t see how long

according to location, interests, and more.

they are, it’s best to keep it under 30 seconds.

GO SQUARE: Square videos take up 78% more space in the News Feed. Create square videos to stand

SHOWCASE A PRODUCT: Selling a visual product, like clothing or jewelry? A video ad featuring nice

out and stop more thumbs as they scroll.

product shots can work well on Instagram.

85% OF FACEBOOK VIDEOS ARE WATCHED WITHOUT SOUND, SO PLAN FOR SOUND-OFF VIEWING.

REMEMBER TO SET A COVER IMAGE FOR YOUR VIDEOS. ONCE PUBLISHED, YOU CAN’T UPDATE.

TWITTER

YOUTUBE

Twitter is all about conversations, but Tweets only stay relevant while they’re still at the top of the feed.
To make the most of your Twitter video efforts, repurpose content you already have and think quick,
punchy, and relevant.

On YouTube, it’s all about search. Posting videos to the world’s second largest search engine will
increase your chances of getting discovered. But you’ll want to optimize your videos to get the most
out of your efforts.

BE QUICK: Twitter videos can be up to 2:20. But since Twitter users are used to short updates, it’s best

PLAN FOR INTENT: What are your potential customers interested in? What are they searching for?

to keep your Twitter videos short too. Try 30 to 45 seconds.

Create videos around these topics so you show up when they search.

BE PUNCHY: Catch people as they’re scrolling by starting your video with an eye-catching image or

OPTIMIZE METADATA: Make sure to use good titles, descriptions, and tags with relevant keywords to

video clip or intriguing line of text.

make sure your videos show up in search.

BE RELEVANT: Join existing conversations and prep for events, trends, and holidays you know people

EDUCATE: Showing up is the first step, but your videos also need to be useful. Create longer videos (2+

will be talking about.

minutes) that share your knowledge.

USE HASHTAGS TO GET YOUR VIDEOS IN FRONT OF A WIDER AUDIENCE.

CHOOSE A THUMBNAIL IMAGE THAT’LL DRAW VIEWERS IN AND STAND OUT FROM OTHER VIDEOS.

